Description of Person
Race

Sex

Age

Height

Weight

Hair

Eyes

Facial Hair

For Information
Call the Countryside Police
Department at 708-352-2171 and
ask for Deputy Chief Scott Novak.

Fleet Watch
Program

For additional information
regarding Fleet Watch, please visit
www.countrysidepolice.org.

Complexion
Mannerism
Hat
Glasses
Coat/Jacket

Countryside
Shirt

Police Department

Pants

Countryside Police Department

Shoes

5550 East Avenue
Countryside, IL 60525

Scars/Tattoos

Phone: 708-352-2171
Fax: 708-352-1032
E-mail: police@countrysidepolice.org

Statements

www.countrysidepolice.org

What is Fleet Watch?
Fleet Watch is a program that
utilizes highly visible fleet and
municipal vehicles to act as a
crime deterrent. They become
additional eyes and ears around
the community to report
suspicious activities to local
police. Fleet Watch provides an
added degree of safety for the
residents of Countryside.

The Role of the FLEET WATCH
Participant
Fleet Watch participants should notify police

1. Fleet Watch is a local effort
involving companies and
local law enforcement
promoting Crime Control and
increased Public Safety.
2. Each person involved in Fleet
Watch is an additional set of
eyes and ears for local law
enforcement officials.
3. Participants in Fleet Watch
are encouraged to notify law
enforcement via radio or cell
phone if they observe
anything suspicious.
4. Participants in Fleet Watch
are NOT to physically
intervene in a situation.

Vehicle Type
(car, truck, van)

of any suspicious activity or situation that
requires the immediate attention of law

Year

enforcement.
1. Describe exactly what has occurred.

Make

2. Give the location of the incident.
3. Describe if the incident is happening

Model

now, has just happened, or occurred
some time ago.

Explanation of the Program

Outstanding Features of Vehicle

License Number

4. Advise if there are any injuries, and to
what extent.
5. Provide a description of the suspect/
suspect vehicle.

Color of Plate or State

6. Advise if the suspect fled the scene, in
what direction, and by what means of

Body Style (2/4 door)

travel.
7. If reporting suspicious activity, report

Number of Headlights

why the situation appears suspicious.
8. If a child approaches a Fleet Watch

Number of Occupants

vehicle, requesting assistance, stay
with the child until the police arrive and

Direction of Travel

avoid placing the child in your vehicle
unless absolutely necessary.
9. In the case of an accident, indicate
injuries, the extent, road blockage,
chemical spills, and the exact location.

Other

